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1. Contract Objectives

The objective of the contract was to extend the work of the earlier feasibility

study[l] on the control of the operating frequency of millimetre-wave IMPATT

oscillators using an optical signal. Specific objectives were to maximise the

frequency tuning obtainable with conventional IMPATT structures, to fabricate a

special IMPATT structure designed for optical control and to examine tuning

speed and noise performance.

2. Summary of Principal Results

The analytic theory of optical tuning in IMPATT oscillators developed in the

initial phase of the work [1] has been extended and generalised. Accuracy of

the theory in predicting tuning at the higher oscillator voltage swings has been

greatly improved by reformulating the Bessel function series used to express

avalanche gain. A model for optical injection locking, where the oscillator

output is locked to a microwave intensity modulated optical signa4 has also been

developed.

The computer model for optical control has been modified to study the tuning

behaviour of Ku-Band IMPATTs, as used in the recent experimental work. Work

on optical tuning speed studies has also been extended.

The experimental programme has produced a number of developments. A delay

line discriminator has been used to measure the tuning speed in response to a

step change in illumination level. It has been found that a frequency shift of

.4MHz at W-Band could be achieved in less than 20ns and a frequency shift of

5.6MHz at Ka-Band in less than lOns. However both of these results are thought

to be due to limitations in the measurement system rather than in the intzinsic

response time. Nonetheless these results are valuable in that they confirm that

the tuning response Is not asociated with trapping or other slow effects.

A special Ka-Band IMPATT structure was fabricated, using a modified integral

heat sink process to produce a 40 pm diameter hole beneath the P region of the

Ii I.
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diode through which the diode could be illuminated. Comparative teits -;howed

I that the tuning slope was improved with through heat-sink illumination by almost

an order of magnitude.I
Finally nodifLcations to edge illumination techniques for I:PATT diodes have been

investigated including the use of quartz stand-off rather than quartz ring

mounting. Also a technique for reducing the diameter of optical fibres by wet

chemical etching has been developed, which has applications in a number of

illumination configuratons.

3. Anlytic Theory

When the electric field in an IMPATT diode is above the breakdown value charge

carriers, whether optically generated or not, experience avalanche multiplication.

This avalanche multiplication was represented in the earlier theory [I] by

truncated Bessel function series of argument.

X = 2(m+1)V ....... (I)

ra Vb

where m is an ionisation non-linearity constant (m=6 for silicon),V I is the peak

value of the modulated component of the voltage across the IMPATT,V is the
b

breakdown voltage,w the operating frequency and Ta the avalanche zone transit

time, and where it is assumed that the device remains punched through over the

whole cycle.

As the voltage swing across the device Increases higher order Bessel function

coef h ient become sigrdtant and the truncated series give a poorer

representation of the effect of avalanche multiplication. The extended analytic

theory uses more general expresins which are capable of good accuracy over a

wide range of voltage swings.

li At the same time the opportunity was taken to extend the theory to treat

optical injection locking.

[
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In optical injection locking the optical control signal 1. intensity modulated at a

frequency close to the free-running frequency of the IMPATT oscillator2].

Although the technique has yet to be demonstrated at millimetre-wave

frequencies due to the difficulty of intensity modulating the control signal at

such high rates, developments in optical heterodyne technology[3] suggest that

the technique could offer novel systems possibilities in the future.

The derivation of the extended theory is given in Appendix A; only the most

important results will be discussed here. Considering first optical tuning: the

change in oscillation frequency for a small change in optically generated current,

is given by:

F NJ(26W0 a 6 ISO ...... (2)

dc a

where Q is the oscillator Q, I the oscillator bias current and F { X}is andc a

avalanche gain term. Comparison with equation 4.26 of [1] shows that the only

difference lies in the definition of the avalanche gain parameter F f X}.
a

Figure la shows the dependence of F f Xl on X as an increasing number ofa

terms in the Bessel function series defining F { Xl (see equation 10 of Appendix
a

A) are taken into account. To appreciate the practical significance of these

curves X must be related to the oscillator voltage swing through equation (1).

For a typical uniformly doped device Ta = 0.2 Tt /w which with m = 6

gives

XV ...... (3)X -'= 22Vb

The earlier theory corresponds to the curve n < 1: ihis becomes seriously in

error for X > 3.0, corresponding to > 14% voltage modulation. Curves for n < 2

or 3 give satisfactory accuracy for up to 25% voltage modulation, the highest

3.



value likely to be used in uniformly doped structures.

For optical injection locking the fll1l locking range is given by

Io {xlw o

2AWL = 5 Fb  X' Il TX Q Idc S

where I {XI are modified Bessel functions and F bX Is an avalanche gainn b

parameter. The optical injection locking range is proportional to the peak

optically injected locking current I • Figure lb shows the dependence of F { X }

on X. From equation (3) F { X= 250 for 20% voltage modulation; this

avalanche gain renders IMPATT diodes particularly suitable for optical control

As a numerical example, consider a Ka-Band oscillator having w = 2'R x 3.8 x
10 -1 0

10 rs , Q = 100 and I = 100mA.do

With 20% voltage modulation and a peak optically injected locking current of

100 pA the predicted ftl locking range would be 540MHz, a practicaUy useful

value.

4. Computer Modelling Studies

Because of the decision to broaden the work to include Ka-Band IMPATTs the

parameters of the model had to be changed. However the basic model described

in section 5.1 of [1] was retained.

4.1. Device parameters

The Ka-Band devices used in the experimentl1 work were sUicon,
+ +

uniformly doped P NN structures. The material parameters of (1] were

retained, with an assumed junctlon temperature of 450K. A

complementary error function model for the doping profile gave a

4.
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sati.factory match to the measured values using the parameters listed

below in equation (5.7) of [1]:

16 -3
N 3.00 x10 cme

19 -3
N 4 .00 x 10 cm

d

20 -3
N 1.00 x 10 cm
a

-4
W 1.40 x 10 cm

-6
W = 3.10 x 10 cmd

-5
W 1.00 x 10 cm

a

Figure 2 shows the modelled profile and Figure 3 the measured profile;

agreement is seen to be satisfactory.

4.2. DCP Results

-2
A bias current density of 4,000 A cm was selected for the modelling

work, corresponding to a bias current of 112mA in the experimental

devices.

Figure 4 shows the electric field and electron current density profiles

for the device. The diode is seen to be punched-through, thus

minimising losses in undepleted material. Applying the 20%-80% criteron

to the electron current density curve suggests an avalanche zone length,

L 0.23 m.
i a

The predicted bias voltage was 29.5V with the diode not scllating, a

value In satisfactory agreement with meastred values for the

experimental oscillators of around 25V when allowance is made for back-

bias effects.

5.
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4.3. SP results

The small signal admittance of the IMPATT diode was evaluted over the

frequency range 30 to 50GHz.

Figure 5a shows an admittance plot for the unilluminated diode. The

conductance is seen to be negative over the full frequency range.

Figure 5b shows an admittance plot for an optically generated hole
@

current (corresponding to illumination from the N direction) of
-2

50A cm (equivalent to a current of 1.43mA in a device of the area

used experimentally). The magnitude of the diode conductance is seen

to be reduced and the susceptance changed. Figure 5c shows an
-2

admittance plot for an optically generated electron current of 50A cm
+

(corresponding to illumination from the P direction). The change in

admittance is seen to be much greater than for hole injection,

confirming the effect of the higher avalanche ionisation coefficient for

electrons in silicon.

4.4. FSP Results

Reference to equation 2 shows that the osecillator frequency change for

a given optically generated current is expected to be inversely

proportional to osecillator Q. An object of the large signal modelling

woric was to investigate the effect of changing the oscillator Q on

optical control performance. For tris purpose two different oscillator

circuits were used. The first circuit, shown in Figure 6a, is similar to

that used in the previous W-Band work (see Figure 5.7 of [1]). It

consists of an inductor, L , selected to cancel the capacitive
p

susceptance of the diode at the oscillation frequency with a quarter-

wave transformer to match the diode admittance to that of the load.

Close to resonance the quarter-wave transformer and load can be

represented as a series L-C-R circuit, following the derlvation of

6.
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AppenjiL( 4hY'

I
L = Z

e t
8fo  ..... (5)

C = 2
e , f Zt

o ..... (6)

R = V
e t

ZL ...... (7)

with f being the resonant frequency, Z the characteristic impedance of0 t
the transformer and Z the load impedance.L

Thus the oscillator Q can be written

Q w(L +L)
p e

R + R ...... (8)
e p

where w Is the oscillation frequency. For w = 2 I f L is series
0 e

resonant with C and an equivalent admittance is presented to the diode
e

by the circuit of Figure 6b. The Q for this circuit is given by

Q w wL

pRe + Rp ...... ( 9 )

and is therefore less than that for the circuit of Figure 6a, although the

admittance presented to the diode is the same, giving equivalent

oscillation conditions.

7.



For 3,,.illation at Ka-Band the following values were chosen:

R 1.0

L - 0.085 nH
p

C 15pF

z 50
L

Z 15
t

giving R =.5 and L = 0.049nH at the desgn frequency, f
e e 0

38GHz. Thus the Q for the circuit of Figure 6a, from equation 8, is

5.82 while for that of Figure 6b, from equation 9, it is 3.69.

A device area of 2.8 x 105 cm 2was used throughout the modelling woric,

corresponding to the mesa diameter of about 60tsm used experimentally.

For the high Q circuit with no optically generated current the oscillation

stabilised at a frequency of 38.708GHz with 15.6% voltage modulation,

while for the low Q circuit the frequency of oscillation was 39.197GHz

with 16.2% voltage modulation. The values are not identical because the

quarter-wave transformer is being operated slightly off its resonant

frequency of 38GHz.

Figure 7 shows the change in oscillation frequency for the two circuits

with an optically injected current comprising equal num bers of electron

and holes. The tuning slope for the low Q circuit is 11.9MHz mA-
-1

while that for the hgh Qcircuit is 79MHz mA , a rtioof 1.51. The

ratio of the circuit Q factors is 1.58 thus confirming very satisfactorily

the prediction of equation 2.

Attempts were made to model high Q circuits represwting those used in

the experimental work. However, it was found that the circuit

k8



con ilr- tbYns available in the model gave rise to sub-harmonic

instabilities when the necessary additional elements were introduced and

modifications to the program would be necessary to give a more general

oscillator circuit model Since these modifications would increase

program execution time considerably they have not been implemented as

part of this study.

The FSP was also used to carry out a more detailed investigation of

optical tuning transients. Figure 8 shows the tuning transient resulting
-2

from a step function optical input producing 5A cm in the low Q

oscillator circuit. As expected electron injection produces a larger

tuning effect than hole injection, owing to the larger avalanche

ionisation coefficient for electrons than for holes in silicon. The exact

shape of the initial transient depends on the point in the oscillation

cycle when the optical signal is applied. Clearly, tuning is very fast;

90% of the frequency change takes place in less than 0.Sns.

Figure 9 shows optical tuning transients for step function inputs to the

high Q oscillator circuit. Again electron injection produces a much

larger tuning effect. The curves for hole injection currents of 5 and
-2

1OA cm verify that the change in frequency is proportional to the

injected current. The time taken for 90% of the frequency change to

take place is about 0.2ns, and this seems independent of the magnitude

of the change.

The reason for the difference in tuning speed between the two circuits

is not clear, since the stored energy in the low Q circuit would be

expected to be smaller. It is possible that the time at which the

control signal has been applied is less favourable in the flr case.

Further examination of the effect of applying the tuning signal at

different points in the oscillation cycle is needed to clarify the

situation. What can be asserted with confIdenee Is that the tuning is

fast relative to conventional oscillator control techniques.

9.17
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5. Experim ental Work

5.1. Device Fabrication

A shift of emphasis to Ka-Band took place as part of the present

programme. This involved the fabrication of new IMPATT structures

including a special device design allowing illumination from beneath the

heataink.

Figure 10 shows the basic mesa structure. The epitaxial layer was

grown by VPE on an N substrate of doping density 4.0 x 101cm . An16 -3 +
N layer doping density of 3.0 x 10 cm was used. The P layer was

20
produced by boron difflision with a surface concentration of 1.0 x 10-3 +

cm . A Cr-Au contact was evaporated onto the P surface and the

heataink plated over this layer before mesa etching and cleaving. Mesa

diameters used ranged from 50 to 65,"m giving device areas of from

-5 -5 2
1.96 x 10 to 3.3 x 10 cm.

In order to permit illumination from the P region special IMPATT

structures were fabricated using a modified integral heat sink proce to

produce a 25t m diameter hole beneath the device. Figure 11 is a

drawing of the modified device while Figures 12 to 15 are scanning

electron micrographs of a typical experimental device. The doping

profiles for these devices were similar to the conventional structures,
-5 2

with a typical junction area of 2.85 x 10 cm 2

5.2. Optinal Tuning Results

The difflnultles caused by refraction in the quartz ring package were

referred to in [1]. For the present work 25011m quartz stand-off bloks

were used to permit direct optical accees to the active device.

As in the earlier W-Band work resonant cap oscillator circuits were used

f 8]. For the conventional devices a 50/125 Pm fibre was aligned

i10
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perfp.-riti . ito t.he plane of the junction using an XYZ stage. With

this conftguration optically generated currents of up to 31 .iA were

achieved using a semiconductor laser soir'e of eaission wavelength

850nm and output power 2.9 mW. Assuming an internal quantum

effliciency of unity, which is a reasonable approximation at this

wavelength, the coupling effIiency is given by

In ...... (10)

e X Pop

where I is the optically generated current, P the optical power,
so op

X the optical wavelength, h Planck's constant, e the electronic charge

and c the velocity of light in vacuo. For the values quoted above nc is

1.6%. This value is about 50% better than that obtained using the

quartz ring package and W-Band diodes [1] but is still very low.

Light emerging from the cleaved end of the ftbre diverges with an angle
0

of about 35 . The structure of the diode mount requires the end of the

fIbre go be at least 125pm from the diode mesa, giving a beam area at
2

the mesa edge of 12,300 4m • Since the diode is about 60Im in

diameter and 5 L m high, the coupling effIciency cannot exceed 2.4%.

Account also needs to be taken of the reflection lam at the air/slieon

inteface. For normal incidence this is given by the Frewel equation

where n Is the refractive index of sicon.
S

Using n = 3.44 gives n = 70%. Thus the overall coupling efflciency
s r

would be 1.7%, a value in reasonable agreement with the meaed

reszls. Any slight tilting of the diode mount will shade part of the

diode lowering the coupling efficiency flather. Note that this

calculation ignores recombination in the substrate of the diode: since

the dffTkxsion length in heavily doped N type silicon is of the order of

11.
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204 m this is a good approximation. It L- also assumed that all of the

light incident on the diode is absorbed; this is jisAfled since the

absorption length in silicon for a wavelength of 850nm is about 10 4 m, a

value small relative to the mesa diameter.

Figure 16 shows an optical tuning curve for a Ka-Band oscillator under

edge illumination. The maximum frequency tuning obtained was 40MHz,

some four times greater than in the earlier W-Band work [1); a tenfold

increase in percentage tuning.

The oscillator Q was measured by injection locking to be about 30,

which with an estimated voltage modulation of 15% and the avalanche

zone length estimated in section 4.2 gives a predicted tuning slope of
-1

1.2MHz pA ; this is in reasonable agreement with the measured value of
-I1

1.5MHz PA

Some preliminary measurements on the modified IMPATT structure were

made. Light was incident on the underside of the diode through the

mount shown in Figure 17. Alignment of the core of the fibre was very

difficult to achieve and the maximum optically generated current

obtained was 1.4 pA. This low value results from the fibre end being

some 100pm from the device. Allowing for the beam divergence from

the end of the fibre would give a beam area at the device of about
2

9,000 p m : because of the limited diameter of the hole in the diode

mount considerable scattering from the walls of the hole takes place.

The hole diameter in the IMPATT integral heatsink is 25 pm, giving an
2

area available for illumination of 490 pm . Thus the coupling efficency

cannot exceed 5%. From equation 10 the measured coupling efficiency

was about 0.1%. Allowing for reflection lo at the alr/sicon interface

only reduces the discrepancy slightly. It Is thought that a considerable

improvement in coupling effloiancy could be obtained using a micro-

positionng system for fb alignment.

Although the optically generated current was small, significant tuning

12.
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was observed. Figure 18 shows a measured tuning characteristic. The-1
measured tuning slope was 3.1MHz iiA This is about double the tuning

slope for edge illumination of similar devices. When account is taken of

the lower bias current, and hence reduced output power and avalanche

gain coefficient, F I X 1, the increased tuning slope is more signifIcant
a

stilt The explanation for this is probably the increase in the proportion

of optically generated electron current entering the avalanche zone,
+

resulting from illumination from the P direction. This could be

investigated by using shorter wavelength light to concentrate absorption
+

in the P region.

5.3. Tuning Speed Measurements

Measurements of optical tuning speed were carried out for both W-Band

and Ka-Band oscillators. The laser was biased above threshold and

driven with pulses of 1p s duration and 5ns rise time. The .change in

IMPATT oscillator frequency was measured using the delay line

discriminator system shown in Figure 19.

Figure 20 shows the optical tuning transient for a W-Band oscillator.

The frequency change of 1.4MHz took place in under 20ns. Figure 21

shows the tuning transient for a Ka band oscillator. The firequency

change of 5.5MHz took place in about 8ns.

In both of these results the rise time of the bias pulse was a significant

limiting factor. When biased above threshold the laser output rise time

would be expected to be under Ins. The combined dlscriminator delay

and oscilloscope rise time was about 4.5ns for the W-Band system and

6ns for the Ka-Band system. Thus the Ka-Band reslt is at the

measuring limit of the test set-up, while the W-Band rvault, which was

for a high Q oscillator circuit (Q 200), is somewhat slower. Both

results are valuable in that they confirm that slow procesee, such as

trapping, are not significant in the optical tundng rmfutapresented.

[3
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5.4. Etching of Optical Fibre

As discussed in Section 5.2 there were considerable difficulties in

locating the optical fibre close to the underside of the IMPATT structure

so as to achieve base llumination. Since the cladding of the fibre was

of diameter 125 i'm, with a core diameter of 50 i'm, considerable scope

exists for reducing the cladding diameter without impairing the optical

confinement. The fibre could then be located immediately under the

device integral heat sinK.

The method used to reduce the fibre diameter was wet chemical etching

with a 1:9 mixture of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acid. An etch rate

of 25 i'm diameter/15minutes was observed, with excellent uniformity.

Figure 22 shows the transition between the etched and unetched fibre.

This technique will be useful in further work on base illumination.

6. Conclusions

A detailed analytic theory for the optical control of IMPATT diodes has been

developed. This shows that avalanche multiplication of the optically generated

carriers constitutes an important gain mechanism, making IMPATT devices

especially suitable for optical control. For a typical Ka-Band oscillator of Q

factor 30 a 1 % change in frequency Is predicted for an optically generated

current of less than 400 P A: this could be produced by a 1mW laser given good

coupling eflfiency.

Calculations of optical Injection locking range predict that for a smila oscillator

a range of 5% should be achievable with a peak injected locking current of 1 0(AA.

The analytic theory suffers two main limitations. First, the power law avalanche

ionisation coefnacent model does not account for saturation at high electic

fields; this makes the predictions somewhat optimistic at high voltage swing.

Second, the theory assumes equal avalanche ionisation coefficients for holes and

14.



ele-tn.,.¢ .cannot account for variations in the composition of the

optically generated current entering the avalanche zone, resulting from different

illumination confIgurations.

To remove these limitations and to permit studies of transient effects a

comprehensive computer model has been devloped. Among the important results

obtained is that the optical tuning slope for electron injection to the avalanche

zone of a silicon IMPATT is about four times that for hole injection; a

consequence of the different innisation coeffIcients for electrons and holes in

silicon. Studies of the small signal admittance over a wide frequency range have

confirmed the greater effect of electron injection. A comparative study of two
-7

oscillator circuits of different Q factor has been made. This confIrmed the Q

dependence of the tuning slope predicted by the analytic theory.

Further transient tuning studies have been carried out. These confirm that sub-

nano-second tuning speeds are readily possible. However, the reasons for the

different tuning speed behaviour of the two cicllator circuits examined is not

well understood. Further tests, coupled with an extended measurement programme

would be needed to clarify this issue.

A major advance in the experimental work has been the fabrication of a special

IMPATT structure permitting illumination of the P region of the device.

Preliminary results indicate an improved tuning slope relative to edge luminatLon.

However, the tuning range was severely limited owing to dificuli in bringing

the f1bre end close enough to the device to give efficient coupling. A wet
etching technique has been developed for reducing the diameter of the fibr end,

and this, combined with refinements to the alignment procedure, would be

expected to give much improved coupling effIciency. An Important area for

further work is the assessment of the thermal performance of the special IMPATT

structure.

Removal of part of the integral heat-sink would be cxpected to lead to a

deterioration in output power capability. It was poesible to obtain cent

densities suffIient for scmlllation in the experimental devices. However, a

15.
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detailed assessment of power output, temperature and reliability would be very

useful.

Work on edge illumination has continued, including the development of a quartz

stand-off package whi-h permits direct illumination of the device. This has

enabled a tuning range of 40MHz to be obtained at Ka-Band, an improvement of

an order of magnitude in percentage tuning over earlier W-Band results using a

quartz ring package. There remains much scope for further improvement in

coupling effIciency, which could enhance the tuning ranges obtained by a factor

of over 59. Suggested techniques would include the use of fibre microlenses to

give shaped control beams.

Measurements of optical tuning speed on W and Ka-Band oscillators confirmed

tuning speeds in the nanosecond region. it was difftcult to correlate the

observed results with known oscillator circuit parameters, however the Ka-Band

result of about 8ns was limited by the measurement system. Further experiments

with oscillators of differing Q, operating at the same frequency, would be

helpfuL

In conclusion, optical tuning of IMPATT oscillators has been shown to be a

practcal technique at millimetre-wave frequencies. The first millimetre-wave

IMPATT structure specially designed for optical control has been fabricated and

demonstrated successfully. There remains a great deal of scope for further

technology development based on the work presented in this report. Optically

controlled IMPATT omillators having the tuning performance achieved here would

be useful in short range millimetre-wave communication links. Improvements In

optical coupling efflciency should permit their use in phased-armny radar and

other large microwave systems, where the benefIts of optical control signal

dlstribution would be especially marked.
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Figure Captions

Figure la Variation in avalanche gain coeffinient Fa tX} with voltage

swing parameter X.

Figure Ib Variation in avalanche gain coeffcinent Fb {X} with voltage

swing parameter X.

Figure 2 Modelled doping profile of Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 3 Measured doping proflle of Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 4 Modelled electric fteld and electron current density profiles for

Ka-Band IMPATT diode.

Figure 5a Modelled small signal admittance .of Ka-Band IMPATT structure:

unilluminated diode.

Figure 5b Modelled small signal admittance of Ka-Band IMPATT structure:
-2

50 A cm hole current.

Figure 5c Modelled small signal admittance of Ka-Band IMPATT structure:
-2

50 A cm electron current.

Figure 6a High Q circuit model for IMPATT oscillator optical tuning

studie.

Figure 6b Low Q circuit model for IMPATT oscillator optical tuning studis.

Figure 7 Optical tuning characteristics of low Q and high Q osillator

circuits

Figure 8 Optical tuning transients for low Q oscillator circuit.



Figure 9 Optical tuning transients for high Q oscillator circuit.

Figure 10 Cross section of Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 11 Drawing of' Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 12 Top view of modifted Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 13 Side view of modified Ka-Band IMPATT structure.

Figure 14 Bottom view of modified Ka-Band IMPDTT structure showing hole
+

for illumination of P region.

Figure 15 Detail of heat-sink and hole.

Figure 16 Optical tuning characteristic of Ka-Band IMPATT oscillator with

edge illumination (I = 81mA, f = 38.4GHz).dc o

Figure 17 Mount for base illumination of modified IMPATT structures.

Figure 18 Optical tuning characteristi of modifled Ka-Band IMPATT

structure with base illumination (I = 49mA, f = 42GHz).
do o

Figure 19 Delay line discriminator system used for tuning speed

measurements.

Figure 20 Measurement of W-Band oscillator tuning speed. Upper trace:

laspr bias pulse. Lower trace: discriminator output. Horizontal
-1

scale 20ns div

Figure 21 Measurement of Ka-Band oscillator tuning speed. Upper trace:

laser bias pulse. Lower trace: discriminator output. Horizontal
-1

scale 5ns div
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Figure 22 Etching of optical fibre. Tran~ftion from 125~ diam eter fibre

to 70tgn diameter etched ftbre.*Cx 60 magnification).
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FIGURE 13. SIDE VIEW OF MODIFIED [(a-BAND IMPATT STRUCTURE.ii



FIGURE 14. BOTTOM VIEW OF MODIFIED Ka-BAND IMPATT STRUCTURE
SHOWING HOLE FOR ILLUMINATION OF P+ REGION.



FIGUR~E 75. DETAIL OF' HEATSINK AND HOLE.
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I APPENDIX A

General Analytic Theory of Optical Control

The theory of optical tuning presented previously [1] used truncated Bessel

function series to estimate the optical tuning capabilities of IMPATT oscilators.

As the voltage swing across the diode increases higher order Bessel function

coeffIcients become signiftcant and the model becomes less accurate. In this

section more general expressions are developed which allow greater accuracy to

be obtained at higher voltage swings. Also, opportunity has been taken to

develop the theory for optical injection locking of IMPATT oscillators.

In optical injection locking the optical control signal is intensity modulated at

a frequency close to the free-running frequency of the oscillator. This enables

the oscillator frequency to be locked to the modulation frequency in a manner

analogous to conventional electrical injection locking [2]. Whilst optical injection

locking has yet to be demonstrated at millimetre-wave frequencies because of the

technological difficulty in intensity modulating light at sufleiently high

frequencies, recent developments in optical heterodyne technology [31 suggest

that the technique may become of considerable systems interest in the future.

*1
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2.1 IMPATT Diode Model

A general analysis of the optically controlled IMPATT oscillator is made

difficult by the extreme non-linearity of the avalanche multiplication process.

However, if it is assumed that all carrier motion is at saturated velocity, v s ,

and that electrons and holes have equal ionisation coefficients, a, a simple

expression for the avalanche current density, J, can be written [4]:

Ta d 3 J +a(
- - a adz - 1 + J (I)

2 dt

where La is the avalanche zone length, Ta (- La/Va) is the avalanche zone

transit time and Js is the total reverse saturation current density including

both optically and thermally generated components:

is - Jso + Jsl sin(w t + p) (2)

Here Jso is the constant thermally and optically generated saturation

current and J.1 is the peak value of an optically generated locking current of

frequency w and arbitrary phase constant .

To solve equation (1) an expression for the electric field dependence of the

ionisation coefficient, a, is required. A useful model is

a - 0(o (3)

where E is the electric field, m is an ionisation non-linearity constant (m - 6

for silicon) and ao and Eo are constants. Assuming that the avalanche zone is

uniformly doped, that the field in the drift zone is much less than the peak

field within the diode and that the voltage swing across the diode is moderate,

then, following Carroll [5], the ionisation integral in equation (1) can be

I



evaluated to give

2tE E0 2 Jt d 2m I)j+ sin (w t +6)

a tj Ei, E
'd t a ) 2 op o p o a

('4)

where harmonic terms are neglected and the peak electric field, Ep, is repre-

sented by

Ep - Epo -Eb + E, sin(w t + 6) (5)

for a diode terminal voltage

v = Vpo + L(E I sin(w t) - Eb) (6)

Here Eb is a back bias field resulting from the combined effects of ionisation

non-linearity, reverse saturation current and carrier space charge, El is the

peak value of the modulated component of electric field, L is the total deple-

tion width and Vpo the breakdown voltage. Equation (6) assumes the diode to be

embedded in an oscillator circuit of moderately high Q factor, so that the

voltage variation will be nearly sinusoidal, and that the diode remains

punched-through over the whole r.f. cycle. It is also assumed that the oscil-

lator is locked to the incident modulated optical signal, where present, to

give an oscillation frequency of w. The injection locking range can then be

found from the limiting conditions on the phase angle, *. The phase angle, 6,

Is used to represent back bias and carrier space charge effects: details of its

evaluation are given by Cullen and Forrest [6].



Equation (4) is a linear, first order equation, and can be solved using an

integrating factor expanded in terms of modified Bessel functions. Following

integration across the drift zone the fundamental component of the device

external conduction current can be written

J1 wsin 2 do -I2 Jdo cos(W(t - 2d ) + 6)

+ lso
n Ta

1 _ ( )n (2 n + 1) 1 n + 1 {X) I n{X

L n -I n (n + 1) w T a

sin(w(t - -) + 6)

212I fX) 1 2X 1 {X) I1XI
sl

a

n -2 (n - 1)(n + 1) w ra

cos(W(t - A-.) + *)

2

(7)

where Td is the drift zone transit time and I n{X) are modified Bessel function

coefficients of order n and argument

2(m + 1) E
X -(8)

a po

In deriving equation (7) it has been assumed that Jsl < Jso C Jdc so that the

effect of the optically injected current on the diode bias voltage is small.

.iV
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Equation (7) contains three clearly identifiable terms; the term in

cos(w t + 6) represents the fundamental component of the main avalanche cur-

rent, that in sin(w t + 6) a quadrature term that alters the phasing of the

avalanche current in response to reverse saturation current Jso, while the term

in cos(w t + 0) represents the optical injection locking signal. The first two

terms can be combined by introducing a modified phase angle, 6s:

-6s 6 + sin- 1 02 so F [X (9)
do ' 'a 1)

where the avalanche gain factor for optical tuning, Fa{X, is defined by

2 10{X (- 1)
n 

(2 n + 1) I X) I n{X]SFX}- -X}+n +1 n (10)
II(XI n - 1 n(n + 1)

Equation (7) can then be rewritten

J1 2 Jdc - cos(W(t - ) + 6s )

W T {}2

2 Fb{X) cos(W(t - - ) + )

'aTa W d

where Fb(XI is an avalanche gain factor for optical injection locking:

2 MX + It(XI I{X 1n 2(- ) I{X)Fb{X} - IoX} -12 IX) 1 { 3 - 2 n (12)

0 2 n - 2 (n - 1)(n + 1)

Equations (9) to (12) represent a generalisation of the earlier analysis [1]

and enable predictions of optical tuning and injection locking performance to

be made when coupled with a suitable oscillator circuit model.



The avalanche gain factors defined by equations (10) and (12) are strong

functions of the peak r.f. voltage swing across the IMPATT diode through the

Bessel function argument dependence on peak modulated electric field, equation

(8). In evaluating these gain factors the number of terms in the Bessel func-

tion series that need to be taken into account depends on the argument value,

X. A typical IMPATT might have

Ta ' 0.2 cd - 0.2 1T/w0 (13)

where w is the free running oscillator frequency. Thus, for a - o, m - 6 and

a maximum voltage modulation of 25%, X S 5.6. Figure 1 shows the variation in

Fa{X1 and Fb{X} with X for n i I to 4. It can be seen that truncating the

series at n = 3 provides sufficient accuracy for most purposes.

For X = 4.5, corresponding to about 20% voltage modulation Fa(X) - 78 and

Fb(X} = 209 showing that avalanche gain enhances the optical control sensitiv-

ity considerably.

2.2 Oscillator Circuit Model

To obtain predictions of the optical tuning and locking ranges a circuit

model for the oscillator is required. Figure A.1 shows a simple lumped model in

which the IMPATT is represented by an admittance Y, 
(
- G + j B1 ) and the load

by a parallel LR circuit of admittance YL 
(
= GL + 

j 
BL). The optical injection

locking signal is represented by a current generator, ii, defined from equation

(11) as

2 J A Fb(X) sin(---=

- - exp J(w(t - -) + ,) (14)

a Ta (a 2

where A is the diode area. From equation (6) the r.f. voltage across the diode

• |



is given by

v - j V1 exp j(w t) (15)

where V1 = El L. Thus the circuit equation for Figure A.I

i - (YI + YL
) 

Vl (16)

2.3 Optical Tuning Predictions

If there is no injected locking signal GL and BL are obtained from equations

(11), (15) and (16), setting J.1 - 0 and adding the diode depletion suscept-

ance, w Cd, to the active susceptance:

4 1dc sin- 2X x d
GL  - sin (----- - 6 ) (17)L Vl d Io{X1 2

4Id sin i II(X

BL  cos ( d- 6) - w Cd  (18)
VI W T d 10 X 2

where Idc - Jdc A. Dividing equation (18) by equation (17) and defining BL as

BL - - 1/(w LL) gives

WC d 1 GL cot (- -6) (19)LL  2

The tuning sensitivity can be obtained by assuming that w wo + Aw, where Wo -

(LL Cd)
- 0 5

. Then for 6.,( < /2 substitution of equation (9) in equation (19)

with assumption (13) yields

A[ - 6 + 2 (20)
2 C d  Idc o 'a

where I - J A. The optical frequency tuning slope is thenso so

11



(21

d(Aw) G F a(Xl (21)

d Iso Cd Idc Wo Ta

Defining oscillator Q factor as

Q od (22)
G 
L

equation (21) can be rewritten

d (Aw) Fa X(23)

d Iso Q Idc Ta

This shows that the optical tuning slope is proportional to the avalanche gain

factor, Fa(X}, and inversely proportional to the oscillator Q. Comparison of

equation (23) with the corresponding equation in [I], equation (4.26), shows

that the only difference lies in the definition of the factor Fa{X}. That

defined by equation (4.27) of El] incorporates only the first term of equation

(10). Reference to Figure la shows that this introduces a serious error for a
voltage swing parameter, x, greater than 4, whereas the inclusion of an extra

one or two terms gives good accuracy up to the largest voltage swings likely to

be encountered in practice.

2.4 Optical Injection Locking Predictions

In optical injection locking i£ 0. Substituting equations (14), (15),

(17) and (18) in equation (16), with the assumption (13) and for 6. < w/2,

gives the real part of equation (16) as

4 131 Fb(X sin n - W Cd 1 (24)

w Wo 'a V1 W LL

where 131 -.sl A.

Applying the Adler [2) condition, sin p - 1 1, the locking range is found

I



". /° a Cd

his can be restated in a form similar to the Adler locking equation by

substituting from equation (22) with equation (17) and assumption (13):

2,W z 5 F f 1 t (26)

Thus the locking range is proportional to the optically injected current I 8 and

the avalanche gain factor Fb !X! , and inversely proportional to the oscillator Q.

An estimate of the locking range likely to be achieved in practice can be

made using data from the W-Band IMPATT oscillator used in previous experimental

work [1]. This had a Q of 200 and an operating frequency of about 94 GHz with

a bias current of 100mA. The voltage swing parameter, X, was approximately

3.5, giving Fbi X } = 40 from Figure lb. Substituting these values in equation

(26) gives a locking range dependence on injected modulated current of 1.09GHz

mA -
, or a locking range of about 22MHz for the illumination configuration used

in [1]. Previous work on X-Band oscillators [7) gave measured locking ranges of

a few megahertz, which would accord with the predictions of equation (26) if

differences in Q and operating frequency are taken into account. It should be

noted that equation (26) takes no account of locking stability. This can be

treated using the methods described in 16].

Figure A.1: Equivalent circuit for optically controlled IMPATT oscillator.
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Appendix B. The Quarter ';ave Transforrier.

The analysis starts from the equatioi for the in;,u t ':,)3 r

of an arbitrarily terminated lenqth of tranrsi1Esicri ifne

t z t C o s P t. + j Z L  s i n . . . .IP

where Zt is the characteristic impedance of the line, ZL the
impedance of the load and i the length of the line. lhe propauation

constant, , is defined by

W ) = =2TT..... 2
c

where A is the wavelength. In the quarter wave transformer Z = x/4

and equation 1 reduces to

U 2 .(3)Z i  = Z2 ........ 3

z ZL

For oscillator matching transformers Zt  < ZL ' Rationalising

equation A.3.2.1 and neglecting terms in Z relative to those in
Z2 gives

z z Z2
ZL sin2 a cotza

With Zt = ZL/5, and at a frequency within 20 of the resonant

frequency of the transformer, the error introduced by equation 4.
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a

I is less than 0-.. From equation ?.

I f

0

3 where f is the frequency at which z. X/4. Figure U. is a

plot of the real and imaginary parts of equation 3 s a function

3 of frequency,

Real part. ZiZ t

I 2
1.5.

I
0.5

I 0.0 0 ,] 8 0 I - .

i0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 f
T 7°

Imaginary part: Z

1 0.4

I 0.2

0.0 - ,-, ,

1 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 .1 1.2 1.3 f

1 -0.2I

-0.4

| 1.0

I Figure B.1 Plot of input impedance of qt~arter wave

1i transformer against frequency.

+i I
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',,here T i/2 equation 4 can be rcwritten as

I z jzczI - 7 (...).
I

The quarter wave transformer and load can then be represented by tne

series resonant circuit of Figure 8.2

I
L
e

z.-- -- C
Zi 1 e

Re

I Fig. B.2 Series equivalent circuit for quarter wave
transformer near to resonance.I

For Figure B.2I
Z. = R + j ( ........ (6)I1 e e

I
Close to series resonance equation 6 can be rewritten asI

Ii3 Re - 4nr o (1 - f-) .... (7)I0
Comparison with equation 4a gives the values of the equivalent

I,



c ci cuit ccryoi rnts as

I Re = t2

z ZL

L z

SfI0
and, from the resonance condi ti onI

e 2 ....... (10)I efo 7 t

I"
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Optical control of W-band impatt
oscillators

J.F. Singleton, A.J. Seeds and S.P. Brunt

-Sbsraci: Ro~l Z ah, oene I- .m.flkimal comrputer mndlling oid experinenial -tudie, of opucall ' induced
IrnuIencl minin of wt-Hani CV 11(1611,1mrnpattclIir fredd om[tr an analitical theory are corn-

Iared .,Iith- S I - I aige-gnal iim-drrrr.upncrurde and fhce, oatf unequal electron and hole
-IT-mm,.ehim, on, [mc tining ficrfrrIn m 1ihirtIJCd i %perimenral mneasuremuents are presented

11 1 111 optica urinin range of Jbei Itil e I ifr in meri~lin r tnd current o( 20 IrA. and comnpartsons
"Imade -ih the th-re i Sl predicorn.

1 Introduction %%idth and T. the avalanche zone transit time. Integfation
orf eqn. I using a power law approximation for the depen-

T'he impalt diode is currentlN the rinl% olthd-tate sirurce dlence erf the ionisation coefficient on electric field, together
capable of pros ding the transtmitter pitA r requtremnttts a it transit-time moidel for the drift zone, enables the
tn small. militrnetrc-%ase radar ,. ' %tern, In tttit appica- change tn oscillator frequency for a small optically injected

iFons, pa rttcula rlN tn I'VIC W radar,, t Iis riecessAIr 10 11n tCcurrent, I-, to be written as
the transmitter frequency elect rinicaill% hrracser tUch
control of impalt dioide eisciliatrr I found to bec %er% diffi- I, '1_. (2)
cult to implement because orf the prraer Impedance lewis ' 2 r .
involved.

Tuning of impatt irscillatirrs tn practical t~ tenms is trrr- where 1a, is the diode bias current. Q the oscillator external
mially achieved by using a Naractnrr-cerntrvrlled Gutnn irstil- Q-facterr and F. : an avalanche gain factor defined by
lator IVCOI to injectton lock the impatt. Thts system 1/rx - 1:r/ x
wuorks %ery well but has the disadsantage orf an extra oscil- X: s= - "r -i 21 i3

lator cavity which may cause problems w here Size and2
%eight of the system are prime cernstderatiions. Here I.: v are modified Bessel function coefficients of

A novel alternative approach is to use an optical signal order I and argument
to generate carriers in the impatt by the photLr-electric
effect. These carriers drift into the avalanche /one of the _M +m 111 I 41
diode and alter the phasing of the avalanche cycle, there by 'tf. ra E, it
changing the oseillatiorn frequency. en where I is the oscillation frequency. V, the peak RE

Optical frequency tuning effects have previously bee
observed in rrapatts If.1 bipolar transistors [2] and voltage across the diode. E, the peak electric field at
MESFETS [3]. Early wvrk on the optical tuning of breakdown. it the total depletion width and m the tonis-
impatts was carried out predominantly at X-Band fre- ation non-linearity coefficient. Fx is a strong function of
quencies [4. 5]. This paper reports work to extend the the RE voltage swing though the I dependence of the

technique to W-Band (75 I ft (Hzl. Bessel funetion argument x. For simplicity. eqn. 3 neglects
Bessel coefficients of order greater than 2. a reasonable
approximation for small to moderate voltage swings2 Analytic theory of optical frequency tuning in lx 41.impatt oscillators The relationship between the optically generated

The physical mechanism underlying optical frequency current and the incident optical power is dependent on the
I uning is the generation of hole-electron pairs in the impatt device structure and illumination geometry. Assuming that
by the incident light, with consequent alteration in the all of the light is absorbed within the depletion layer the
timing of the avalanche cycle. It is therefore possible to optically generated current is given by
calculate the change in oscillation frequency using a modi-(S

fled Read [6] approach. Making the simplifying assump- (5) d
tions of equal carrier velocities and avalanche ionisation h
coefficients for holes and electrons, the total avalanche where PP is the incident optical power, n. the quantum
current is given by [6] efficiency, . the optical wavelength. e the electronic charge.

rdi h~~I Planck's constant and c the velocity of light in vacuo.- - J 2d: -I+ J1, (I) For z 850 nm and ?1, 0.9. I .0 P0 = 0.62 A W i. In
2 (t I Un I practice, difficulties in securing efficient coupling between

where J. is the total reverse saturation current density the light source and the impatt lead to much smaller
including both thermal and optical carrier generation, or values.
the avalanche ionisation coefficient. w.~ the avalanche zone

3 Computer modelling studies
Parr, 459i9 IF 1 ic fi- rerred 9rh Vlay and rn ri otrm 26th August 19K6

OrI' Srnieon and M,, Brunt are witrh Mareour Etneitrunic [tee L~id Drrddrng- The analytical theory gives a very useful estimate of the
on R~ad, I cinI I sir tS LF Seed, rr wrih Th Mrcroa~e Research Uit.

tie,parrrmenr .f Flctrronic and fincoiral FrrItneerring. tnm--1v ,rir irige Lorndrrn. magnitude of optical tuning effects, but it is limited in
trrrmgrwr Itu.-14 Wi Id f 76tF . Inrier Kinrgdom accuracy as a result of the assumption of equal ionisation
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-effmniv cii t eletrctrons and holes and. in an", case. cannot from a step change in opticall injected electron c.ur ren
hc i.,:d to tuds (ransirit etfct, in de% ices. from ) to 2 A cm ' I is seen thai 90' of lie Irequenc

[t.-sienal time-dtiain computer model of the opti- change wkas achjc\cd iii 55 ps. M huch coripares %ci\
.. li cintronicd inhpatt has therefore been developed from favourably with the speed af consentis al electronic

the carlher a\aanehc diode modelling work of Blake er al, tuning techniques such as varactor tuning and ma., a tord
I fie model is based an the solution in one spatial novel systems possibilities.

ditncniin and time of the drift-diflusion approximation to Two different optical carrier generation configurations
Holtimann", transport equation, the equations for electron were investigated in the stud. In the first. electrons were
aid hole :ontmuit\. and (auss" theorem s ithin the semi. injected into the depletion zone from the p region.

onductor material of the device This approach enables whereas in the second, holes were injected from the n"
,patiall 'arong optical carrier generation to be taken region. These correspond to illumination from oppositc
into account ends of the impatt structure. Fig. 3 shows the optical

%fodeiiig studies "ere performed for a W-Band.
,icon. single drift structure having a doping protile 9 1

sitilir to that of the desices used in the experimental 9 6. /
awork N simple oscillator circuit, shown in Fig. I, was /

X, Z,.3.- 
/

S C /0• ___ .9t132- /eetn
/eect ron

4. / injection
IR U 9

4
' 30,

R 5G 9 
% W8.I RL 5r.a n ~/

--- % 2 . /
o / teot

9'. 26, a nalytic
theory

0~

X 94 22' / Ar- hole injection
Fig 1 111i lr,,ariasIii. J,tqil,

coupled to the diode to permit predictions of optical fre- 9'. 20
quenci tuning. L represents the diode bond wire induc- 0 0. 06 12 1_6 ii2 . 278
tance. R, the diode parasitic resistance. RL the load optically injected currentAlcm2

resistance. C the )( block capacitance and Z, a quarter- Fig. 3 Comparison between computer model and unaltic theor lor
tasclength transformer, If 1. P is selected to resonate with optical tuning characterstics
the capacitive susceptance of the diode, then the imped- suarnidnsii285KA-cr
ance 'it plane X X'. looking towards the diode, is real
and negative The amplitude of the oscillation is then
determined by selecting Z, to match R1. to the impedance tuning characteristics obtained for optically injected
at X X for the required operating point. With values of current densities of up to 2 A/cm

2 , corresponding to a

4 p- for (,. I f) for R,. and a bias current of 140 mA. the current of 10 pA in the experimental diode. The change in
model gase stable oscillation frequency of 94 GHz. The frequency with injected current is seen to be linear, as pre-
modelled efficiency was 3.6'. which is a typical value for a dicted by eqn. 2. A more detailed comparison with the
A -Hand single-drift silicon device, analytic theory can be made by substituting appropriate

The computer model can also be used to study transient values into eqns. 2-4. For m = 6, T. = 0.I fo and Q = 1.6,effects. and -ig. 2 shows the tuning transient resulting with the modelled bias current and voltage modulation.
AJo/l, = 8.8 MHz pA -. This slope is plotted as a solid

94. 38 line in Fig. 3. The modelled values for electron and hole
936. - -tuning lie above and below this line, respectively. This is

/. tObecause the analytic theory assumes equal avalanche ionis-
94 34ation coefficients for electrons and holes, whereas in silicon

those for electrons are much greater than those for holes.

6 9 32 / Thus electron injection produces a much greater tuning
/effect than hole injection. With this restriction, agreement

c 9,. / between the analytic theory and the modelling results is
- seen to be good.

94 28 /
4 Experimental work

9, .26
I) The devices used were single-drift silicon impatts mounted

0 94 21. 2 in quartz ring packages as shown in Fig. 4. All measure-
ments were carried out using the well known resonant cap

94.22) circuit design [8] shown in Fig. SA. At a current of
120 mA, the output power obtained was 55 mW and the

94 201 efficiency was 3.1%, which is in good agreement with the
0 io 40 o 6 160 s 0 140 ti0 computer model result of 3.6%, bearing in mind that the

t,mnps computer model neglects circuit losses.
Fig. 2 Impair i,latlr opfi al tuning tran.soni for step change i ill". A GaAs/GaAIAs laser emitting at 850 nm was used

inat,,n. I, ¢ 1,o2 .4 Am. l, 28 45 K A cm', electron injection as the light source for the optical tuning experiments.
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7 he laser was supplied with an optical fibre output of of about 1.9 mA for a quantum efficiency of 0.9. The lov.

0 125 plm graded index fibre vhic.h %&as coupled to the measured coupling efficiency of 1.1"., is due partly to ref-
edge of the actie device through a small hole in the oscil- raction in the quarti ring package and partly to the very
lator cavity wall. The tibre was brought into very close small height of the impatt structure, around 3 pm, com-
proximity with the quartz ring of the dioe package, and pared ith the fibre core diameter of 50 pm.
its position was then optimised for maximum tuning effect Fig. 6. shows a typical spectrum analyser display for an
using a micromanipulator. Fig. 5B gives details of the con-
figuration used. The laser package also contained a

.0 787

o251 t bonding toa,

gold cap

qiOrtz ring c2 .-

E E

Fig. 6 Optical iumnmq 019.40(M Iz at a centre frequenc of 91 826 GIl:
copper

PedetalFrequenc) span 211Mit, irpticailv ticneraind current 20.1 pA

oscillator undergoing optical tuning. In this example the
bias current was 100 mA. giving a free-running frequency

8o | gidheatsnk of 91.83 GHz. which is represented by the peak at the

00 406 centre of the display. The right-hand peak is the output of
the oscillator with an optically generated current of

Fig. 4 Impatt liode i quart: r ict ckaye 20.3 luA. The frequency shift obtained was 9.4 MHz.

D C biOs Fig. 7 is a plot of oscillation shift against optically gen-
crated current for another impatt sample at a bias current

RF choke

non- contactitng+" "" / " /shortt

- /u

tll height dtode package
caity resonant cap

Fig. 5A Imrtpit ocillator cutity 0 5

RF choke

0 t 2 3 / 5 605¢1i I to or olP
•" ",bloc:k O I'A

Fig. 7 Frequency tuning against optically generated cuerent

fibre opttc of 120 mA. The shift is proportional to current as predict-

ed by eqn. 2. In order to compare the tuning slope with
diode pOckag theory it is necessary to know the Q-factor of the oscil-

Fig. 58 Coupling of oprical,,re to Itmpait diode lator. This was mieasured by injection locking [9]. From
vercil section through cenitre otdode measurements of the injected power, the impatt oscillator

output power and the locking range the Q was determined
monitor photodiode which was used, after calibration, to from
determine the laser output power. 2,,o /p

Using this arrangement, optically generated reverse Q=- (6)
saturation currents of up to 20.5 1A were obtained for an

optical power, measured at the fibre end, of 3 mW. From where to is the free running impatt frequency. 2Aa, is the
eqn. 5 this power should be sufficient to generate a current total locking range, P, is the injected power and P. is the
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i,

impatt output power. Measurements on the oscillator of An initial insestigation of the tuning-speed modelling
F ig, 7 gase a Q of about 200. From the tuning character. has shown that sery fast tuning is possible. Ahich is ohN-
istic. I-Hg. 7. diAl ) dl,,,= 5' KHz.pA ". F:. was esti- ously a key factor in systems applicabilit. It is expected
mated from the measured output power to be 27, giving a that the oscillator Q would be the fundamental limitation
calculated tuning slope of 253 KHz.pA i from eqn. 2. in this regard.
There is thus good agreement between predicted and mea- The main area for development of the computer model
sured result,. particularly when bearing in mind that the is the improvement of the oscillator circuit from the very
theory assumes equal ionisation coefficients for holes and simple one of Fig. I to one which would model the actual
electrons, configuration used, Fig. 5A.

Optical tuning provides a technique for controlling the
frequency of impatt oscillators which olfers electrical iso-

5 Discussion lation and ease of control signal distribution through
optical fibres. With further development this technique will

Optical tuning has been demonstrated for a W-Band prove to be attractive for a number of millimetrc-wase
impatt oscillator. The maximum frequency shift obtained radar and communication system applicatioiN
was 9.4 MHz using a 3 mW semiconductor laser. This
figure is very small and can be explained by the very low
coupling efficiency (1.1%) of light from the laser output to 6 Acknowledgments
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The Optical Control of IMPATT Oscillators
A. J. SEEDS, J. F. SINGLETON, S. P. BRUNT, AND J. R. FORREST

Abstracg-This paper describes methods of controlling the frequency sources [7]. However, the power and impedance levels
of IMPATr oscillators using optical rather than electrical signals. An- involved make tuning by conventional means, such as YIG
alytkc theories of optical tuning and injection locking are presented.
Results from a comprehensive large signal computer model of the op- spheres or varactor diodes, extremely difficult. This has
tically controlled IMPATT oscillator are given, illustrating the Impor- led to considerable work on the optical control of IM-
tance of the composition of the optically generated current on the op- PATT diodes, in which optical switching (81, [9], tuning
tical control performance and demonstrating the capability of optical 1101, [11] and injection locking [12), [13] have al' been
control for rapid frequency tuning. Finally, recent experimental work demonstrated. In addition, optical carrier injection can as-
on optical tuning effects in W-Band IMPATT oscillators is presented. S in the level r injetion can

ssinstabilizing telvlof reverse saturation current in
the device, leading "o an improvement in oscillator noise

I. INTRODUCTION [141, [15].

THE EASE of transmission of high rate intensity mod- The object of this paper is to present analytical and
ulated optical signals through single mode optical computer modelling studies of optical tuning and injec-

fibres suggests tleir use for signal distribution in complex tion locking in IMPATT oscillators, together with recent
microwave systems such as phased-array radars [], [2]. experimental measurements of optical tuning in W-Band
For active phased arrays, where each element has its own IMPATT oscillators.
microwave power source, considerable simplification re- 11. ANALYTIC THEORY OF OpTICAL CONTROL
suits from direct optical control of the active device.

Three distinct modes of control can be identified. In the A. IMPATT Diode Model
first the optical signal alters the negative resistance prop- Illumination of an IMPATT diode with light having a
erties of the active device so as to drive it into or out of photon energy greater than the band gap of the semicon-
oscillation: this is known as optical switching. The sec- ductor material from which it is fabricated results in the
ond mode uses an optical signal of lower intensity to in- generation of electron-hole pairs within the device. These
duce optical tuning of the oscillator frequency. Finally, carriers alter the timing of the avalanche cycle, thus pro-
illumination with an optical signal, intensity modulated at ducing a change in oscillation frequency. If the intensity
a frequency close to the free-running oscillator frequency, of the incident optical signal is modulated a varying cur-
one of its harmonics or subharmonics, can produce optical rent is generated in the diode which, following avalanche
injection locking, multiplication, can be used to injection lock the IMPATT

Optical control of a variety of microwave devices has oscillator.
been demonstrated. Yen and Bamoski [3] have investi- A general analysis of the optically controlled IMPATr
gated optical switching and subharmonic injection lock- oscillator is made difficult by the extreme nonlinearity of
ing in bipolar transistor oscillators. Optical tuning of the the avalanche multiplication process. However, if it is as-
oscillation frequency in MESFET oscillators has been sumed that all carrier motion is at saturated velocity v,,
demonstrated by Sun er al. [4 as has optical injection and that electrons and holes have equal ionization coeffi-
locking by Salles and Forrest [5]. Turning to two terminal cients a, a simple expression for the avalanche cunrent
devices, optical tuning and switching of TRAPATT os- density J can be written (161:
cillators operating at frequencies up to 1.5 GHz has been
reported by Kiehl [61. e JI dz - I +J (I)

At the higher microwave frequencies the IMPATT 2- I 0 (
diode oscillator is one of the most powerful solid-state where L, is the avalanche zone length, r( 4/,) is

the avalanche zone transit time and J, is the total reverse

Manacipt received August 3, 1986. This work was partially s saturation current density including both optically and
by the U.S. Army unader contract DAJA-45-94-C-(045 and by the U.K. thermally generated components:
Scince and Eagiseuing Raanarch Council under Grant OR/A/59668.

A. 3, Snd iswiththe Mi wve Research Unit. Depament of Elec- J., - Jo + i1 sin (to + *). (2)
bank md Elncuical Eagihaeerag. University College London, London,
WCIE "M. Engi ad. Here Jo is the constant thermally and optically gener-
J.iP. Shogom and S. P. Btun an with Marconi Electronic Diytea sled saturation current and Jt is te peak value of an op-

Iad.,. Lincoln. II 3LF, England.

J. s. spnt is with Mamooi Defence Systems Ltd.. The Grove. Stan- tically generated locking current of frequency ur and ar-
m, Middsix. HA7 4LY. England. bitrary phase constant 0.
MIEE LAS Number 5612246.
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To solve (1), an expression for the electric field depen- where r is the drift zone transit time and I, X ) are mod-
dence of the ionization coefficient a is required. A useful ified Bessel function coefficients of order n and argument
model is 2(m + I)E,

a = a0E (3) wrEp
In deriving (7) it has betn assumed that J, << J, <<

where F is the electric field, m is an ionization nonline- J1, so that the effect of the optically injected current on
arity constant (m - 6 for silicon) and ot0 and E0 are con- the diode bias voltage is small.
stants. Assuming that the avalanche zone is uniformly Equation (7) contains three clearly identifiable terms;
doped, that the field in the drift zone is much less than the the term in cos ( Lit + 6) represents the fundamental com-
peak field within the diode and that the voltage swing ponent of the main avalanche current, that in sin (wt +
across the diode is moderate, then, following Carroll [171, 6) a quadrature term that alters the phasing of the ava-
the ionization integral in (1) can be evaluated to give lanche current in response to reverse saturation current

dJ -+ 1 '[M E J,0.while the term in cos (wi + o) represents the-optical
2(m _) E , ,injection locking signal. The first two terms can be com-

dt r 4 \- E,,o Ero bined by introducing a modified phase angle 6,:
E,] 2J, ( J _ {}) (9

+ L sin (t +6) L+ - (4) 6, = 6 + sin -  2 J0F (9)

where harmonic terms are neglected and the peak electric where the avalanche gain factor for optical tuning F. { X)
field E. is represented by is defined by

Ep = Epo - E1 + El sin (wt + 6) (5)

for a diode terminal soltage F.{X} = 1g{ X} + l,{X)

v = Vpo + L(E, sin (wt) - E ). (6) -j"( 2 . + I . ,(X I (X )

Here E, is a back bias field resulting from the combined -I n(n + 1)
effects of ionization nonlinearity, reverse saturation cur-
rent and carrier space charge X, E, is the peak value of (10)
the modulated component of electric field, L is the total Equation (7) can then be rewritten
depletion width, and V,0 the breakdown voltage. Equation
(6) assumes the diode to be embedded in an oscillator cir sin )
cuit of moderately high Q factor, so that the voltage vari- s 2
ation will be nearly sinusoidal, and that the diode remains JI -J& --Xj)Cos (Wr I +6,
punched-through over the whole RF cycle. It is also as- ~2
sumed that the oscillator is locked to the incident modu-
lated optical signal, where present, to give an oscillation sin )
frequency of w. The injection locking range can then be sin

found from the limiting conditions on the phase angle 6. 2J, __ _ F {X) os ( (t _d +0
The phase angle 6 is used to represent back bias and car- WT. i'Jrr8  

8 t  4 k 2)2
rier apace charge effects: details of its evaluation are given
by Cullen and Forrest [181.

Equation (4) is a linear, first order equation, and can be
solved using an integrating factor expanded in terms of where Fb { X ) is Ln avalanche gain factor for optical in-
modified Bessel functions. Following integration across jection locking:
the drift zone the fundamental component of the device
external conduction current can be written

sin( ~ 2J,f (wr-X1+6 1o
(n) ("(,- + L,2+)

it = +4J, [I{Xi (XI + E (- l)"(2. + 1) 4.+,fX) 4(X)] si .inn + I6i~ 'sn-2 L - .. n-( n(n + I) (r. 2 \ (( -

L L7 2r - (n -)(n + or, Jr \ 2 + 0)

(7)

',
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12, (X + I{(X ) I'(X 10

. (n - 1) (n + 1)'

Equations (9)-( 12) represent a generalization of an earlierIL
analysis [191 and enable predictions of optical tuning and
injection locking perfoirmai~ce to be made when coupled
with a suitable oscillator circuit model.

strong functions of the peak RF voltage swing across the
IMPATT diode through the Bessel function argument de-
pendence on peak modulated electric field, equation (8).
In evaluating these gain factors the number of terms in the
Bessel function series that need to be taken into account
depends on the argument value X. A typical IMPATT
might have

r7i = 0. 2 1- = 0. 2 IT/ w (13)1 2 S bX

where w, is the free running oscillator frequency, Thus,
for w - ceo, mn = 6 and a maximum voltage modulation )
of 25 percent, X :s 5.6. Fig. I shows the variation in
F,, JX Iand FJX I with Xfor n 5 1 to 4. It can be seen
that truncating the series at n =3 provides sufficient ac-
curacy for moat purposes. .103

For X = 4. 5, corresponding to about 20-percent voltageF
modulation F,, ( X )= 78 and Fb I X )= 209 showing that
avalanche gain enhances the optical control sensitivity
considerably.

B. Oscillator Circuit Model10
To obtain predictions of the optical tuning and locking

ranges a circuit model for the oscillator is required. Fig.
2 shows a simple lumped model in which the IMPATT is
represented by an admittance Y,~ ( =G, + jB1) and the
load by a parallel LR circuit of admittance YL (= GL +
jBL). The optical injection locking signal is represented o
by a current generator i, defined from equation (11) as

sin 2
=-2J,AFb(X~ 2I

10"d 150*

Hxi~~ 2) (4 Fig IVariaion orsavlanche gain faciors roropucati control withi pram

where A is the diode area. From (6) the RF voltage acrosslx (bFX)
the diode is given by

V,~ = .-jV1 expj(wt) (15)[WILO

where V, = EL. Thus the circuit equation for Fig. 2 is

(1Y, + Y,') t' (16)

Cf Oteis Tninjectedilcingsiga LadB r h t *

If Otecali ninjectedilcinsinlGad81ar b
taised from (11), (I5). and (16), setting J,, = 0 and add- Fig 2Equivalentcircusit foropticaily controlled IMPATT ocillator
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ing the diode depletion susceptance wC" to the active sus- tion ( 13):
ceptance - 5 (26)

41d, sin ( .) X }  1,{X }Q , (26"
2 'Thus the locking range is proportional to the optically in-

GL= sin - 5, 17) jected current /,, and the avalanche gain factor Fb{X },
VIl 0 {IX ) ( 2and inversely proportional to the oscillator Q.

41d, sin (\Jd1 , )x 11l. COMPUTER MODELING STUDIES
BN I cos( - 6, - wCa The analytic theory presented in the previous section

VIWmhd'( Xj 2 2requires a number of approximations to produce tractable
(18) results. Of particular importance is the assumption of

equal ionization coefficients for electrons and holes. In
where ld, = JadA. Dividing (18) by (17) and defining BL silicon the coefficient for electrons is an order of magni-
as BL = -1/(wLL) gives tude higher than that for holes, over a wide range-of elec-

tric field. The optical tuning behavior is thus considerably

I GL cot -.- 6, (19) dependent on the composition of the optically generated
, L-L 2 current entering the avalanche zone, and hence on the il-

lumination configuration [21].The tuning sensitivity can be obtained'by assuming that To investigate these effect a large signal time-domain

w = wo + Aw, where w = (LLCd) -0.. Then for 6, << computer model for the optically controlled IMPATT has
x/2 substitution of(9) in (19) with assumption (13) yields been developed. This is based on the numerical methods

GL r6  ( X described by Blakey et al. [22], while the modifications
AW . 2CG 1 6 + 2 ldWa~5  (20) required to model optical carrier generation effects have

been detailed elsewhere [23]. The model uses an explicit
where 1,0 = JoA. The optical frequency tuning slope is solution in one spatial dimension and time, with the active
then region of the diode divided into, typically, 100 mesh-

d(Aw) GLF, ) {2) points. Output from the model is in terms of terminal cur-

dAto) _ d {X}.' (21) rent and voltage as a function of time.

Defining oscillator Q factor as A. Large Signal Admittance Studies
By coupling the diode to an RF voltage source plots of

Q= woC, (22) large signal admittance against frequency and peak RF
GL voltage can be obtained. Fig. 3 shows typical results for

(21) can be rewritten an X-Band p+-n-n* silicon device, at a bias current of
600-A cm-. Carrier generation in the p+ and n* regions

d(A- ) F (23) has been neglected so that the optically generated charge

di, QI," r comprises electron-hole pairs generated in the n region.

This shows that the optical tuning slope is proportional to An exponential optical absorption profile is assumed, with

the avalanche gain factor F s oX) and inversely propor- an absorption coefficient of 6 x I W m- ', a value repre-
tionaalanhe ocinator {sentative of a He-Ne LASER illuminating silicon at a
tional to the oscillator Q. temperature of 500 K. In Fig. 3(a) the diode is unillumi-

D. Optical Injection Locking Predictions nated. The device conductance is seen to be negative and

In optical injection locking, if * 0. Substituting (14), decreasing in magnitude with increased voltage swing, as
in (16), with the assumption (13) and predicted by analytic theory, equations (16) and (17).

(I5), (17), and (IS) in ()it as In Fig. 3(b) the diode has been illuminated from the n*
for 6, << ?/2, gives the real part of (16) a region so that the majority of the optically generated car-

41,iFb{Xi = I ners entering the avalanche zone are holes. The magni-
.Vsin - wL 24)rude of the device conductance is reduced, and this re-

rduction is more pronounced at the higher voltage swings,
where ,1 - J,IA. in accordance with (9) and (17). Indeed, for a peak RF

Applying the Adler (201 condition, sin * = I, the voltage of 40 V, oscillatory solutions are no longer pos-
locking range is found to be sible: this is the basis of the optical switching effect [6],

41,,F{X} ( [8], [91.
2 4VOL = (25) In Fig. 3(c) the direction of the illumination has been

two °. VIC" reversed, so that the majority of the optically generated
This can be restated in a form similar to the Adler locking carriers entering the avalanche zone are electrons. This
equation by substituting from (22) with (17) and assump- results in a much greater admittance change than that for

1.
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Fig 4 W.Band IMPATT oscrlator equivalen t Ircut used in . .-I ru ni

mJehlng studes

n illumination due to the higher ionization coethcient tor
electrons in silicon. Thus superior optical control perfor- ,-36 ., th-, , P

mance would be anticipated from this illumination conhg- 1 1.1g h ea .- and tMaAt r

uration.

B. Optical Tuning Studies . . .

In order to obtain a direct comparison with the optical .
tuning theory of Section II-C the IMPATT diode model
was coupled to the simple oscillator circuit model shown
in Fig. 4. Lp represents the diode bond wire inductance.
R the diode parasitic resistance, RL the load resistance.
C the dc block capacitance and Z, a quarter-wave trans-
former. If Lp is chosen to resonate with the capacitive sus-
ceptance of the diode the impedance seen looking towards
the diode at plane X - X' is real and negative. The am-
plitude of the oscillation is then determined by selecting
Z, to match RL to the impedance at X - X' for the required
operating point. For comparison with the experimental
work of Section IV the diode modeled in this part of the
study was a W-Band p*-n-n+ silicon device. with oscil-
lator circuit values chosen to give an oscillation frequency
of 94 GHz.

To illustrate the maximum variation in tuning slope with
optically generated current composition two extreme il-
lumination configurations were used. In the first, elec- . - : :
trons were injected into the depletion zone from the p'
region whereas in the second holes were injected from the hig 6 Moleled ioprtiai tuning itns.-n fo W Ba nd IMPATT isurllinn

n ' region. Fig. 5 shows the optical tuning charactenstics , - 2 45 kA n ' J. - 0 - 2 A cM

obtained from optically generated current densities of up
to 2 A • cm -2 with a bias current density of 28.45 kA was achieved in 55 ps. which compares favorably with
cm -

. The change in frequency with injected current is conventional techniques This may afford novel systems
linear, as expected from (20), and the tuning slope tor possibilities. subject to the fundamental limitation on tun-
electron injection is some 4,5 times that for hole injec- ing speed due to the oscillator Q factor
tion. Also shown in Fig. 5 is the slope calculated from
(23). This lies between the two modeled curves owing to IV EXPERIMENTAL WORK

the assumption of equal ionization coefficients in the an- Previous work oa the optical control of IMPATT os-
alytic theory. cillators has mostly been carried out at frequencies below

18 GHz 181-113) The object of this section is to deacribe
C. Transient Study recent expenmen'al work on the optical tuning of W-Band

One of the attractions of optical tuning is that fast tun- ( -94 GHz) IMPATT oscillators.
ing should be possible owing to the elimination of var- The diodes used in this work were silicon single-drift
actor charging time and similar delays. Since the com- p -n-n structun s fabricated at GEC Hirt Research Lab-
puter model operates in the time-domain transient studies oratones These were mounted in quartz ring packages
are readily carried out. Fig. 6 shows the tuning transient and used in resonant cap type oscillator circuits, having
resulting from a step chan e in optically injected electron external Q factors of about 200.
current from 0-2 A • cm in the W-Band oscillator mod- The optical control signal was generated by a
eled previously. Ninety percent of the frequency change GaAs/GaAIAs laser emitting at a wavelength of 850 nm.
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A 50/ 125-Mm graded index optical fiber was used to cou- .01
pie the output to the edge of the IMPATT diode, as shown
in Fig. 7. The position of the fiber was adjusted to give i

maximum optically generated current using a microma-
nipulator. With this arrangement opticoIly generated re- .

verse saturation currents of up to 20 5 MA were obtained i-
for an optical power of 3 roW The optically generated ,
current can be related to the optical power by

L /

= C Y (27)I,

where P, is the optical power. n, the intw'ral quantum I /

efficiency. X the optical wavelength, e the electronic
charge, r the velocity of light in vacuo, and C a dimen-
sionless coupling efficiency Assuming 17 - I at the op-
crating wavelength gives C = I percent This low value Fig 4 Measured opical tuning chancienstic for W Band IMPAT os

is due partly to refraction in the quartz ring package and cillatot

partly to the small height of the IMPATT structure, around
3 Am. compared with the fiber core diameter of 50 Am the output of the oscillator with an optically generated

Fig 8 shows a typical spectrum analyzer display for an curret of 20 3 pA. giving a frequency shift of 9.4 MHz.
oscillator bias current of IlX) mA. giving a trte-running Fig. 9 is a plot of oscillation frequency against optically

frequency of 91.83 GHt The center peak is the output of generated current The shift in frequency is proportional

the unilluminated oscillator, while the nght-hand peak ts to injected current as would be expected from (20) with

I
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st11a.111 nictled Current The tuning Ilope can he :o tnipared remains to he done, the attractiveness of optical signal
Illt analItic theor-, t23. having estimated the avalanche proces.;ing andi distribution should ensure a place for such

gain factor F, X )fromt (he measured output power (1191, techniques in future microwave and millimeter-wave sys-
For 7,, - 0 ps and Q 200 the predicted tuning slope terns.
is 550 kl-z AA '. From Fig. 9 the measured value is
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